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1 Introduction

A wide range of complex nanostructured materials exhibits wall slip under shear, which affects both rheological measurements and industrial processes. The importance of the former has long been realized.1 Slip occurs in the flow of simple liquids and complex multiphase fluids.2,3 In the former, slip is related to molecular interactions at lyophobic or superhydrophobic surfaces.4,6 In complex fluids, slip is the result of the interaction between mesoscopic structural components and surfaces. Thus, in polymer melts and solutions, slip at high shear rates occurs due to conformational and dynamic changes of the chains near the wall.7–9 Slip appears also in other complex multicomponent systems such as particle suspensions and pastes,10–19 colloidal gels20–25 and emulsions, foams,26–28 and wormlike micelle solutions,11,12 where it is detected either at low or high shear rates and often is related to shear banding.22 Since any meaningful rheology requires knowledge of boundary effects34 and slip affects the outcome of many industrial processes, understanding of its microscopic origins and rheological consequences is of profound importance.

Attractive particle dispersions26,25 and emulsions36 present similar phenomenology: shear thinning at high applied shear rates (γ) and a drop of stress on decreasing shear rate at low γ attributable to wall slip. In ref. 20, the authors link the presence of a yield stress in the slipping regime to the attraction between the particle and wall. Slip was also shown recently to occur intermittently below a critical stress in different low concentration particle gels22,23 though the exact particle–wall interaction was not explored. At γ = 0, such systems display percolated networks of clusters. While the destruction of such networks by shear probably controls the bulk rheology, no corresponding real-time observations have been reported. Recent advances in confocal imaging rheometry37 provide the means to make such observations, which should also shed light on the origins of slip.

A well-established way to induce attractive interactions between hard particles is by the addition of non-adsorbing polymers.18,39 The range and strength of this depletion attraction between two hard spheres (radius R) are ‘tuned’ by the polymer size (e.g. as measured by its radius of gyration, rg) and concentration (cp) respectively. Extensive work has been carried out to characterize such colloid–polymer mixtures using light40–42 neutron or X-ray scattering,43,44 confocal imaging,45–47 and rheology.20,42,48,49 The equilibrium phase diagram is well understood39 in the entire range of cp, colloid volume fractions (ϕ) and size ratios, ξ = rg/R. At high attraction strength, various long-lived metastable states exist, from low-ϕ clusters39 and solid-like interconnected networks47,52,54 to attractive glasses48 observed above the hard-sphere glass transition at ϕg = 0.59. At a given (ϕ, ξ), there is a critical polymer concentration cp(ϕ) that separates liquid-like (c < cp(ϕ)) and solid-like (c > cp(ϕ)) metastable states.24 We refer to solid samples with ϕ < ϕg as gels while those with ϕ > ϕg as glasses. While at low ϕ, gelation is due to arrested phase separation,55–57 higher-ϕ gels are poorly understood.58

We study gels at intermediate ϕ (~0.4), which form percolated networks of clusters at low attraction or string like structures at higher attraction.52,47 All our gels are stable under
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We investigate the time-dependent rheology and slip behaviour of colloidal gels formed under polymer-induced depletion attraction. The shape of the flow curves at low applied shear rates is suggestive of slip, which we confirm using confocal imaging. Time-dependent linear viscoelastic measurements show an unexpected drop of the elastic modulus below the viscous one after a critical time. We present a dynamic phase diagram characterizing the dependence of slip on polymer concentration and colloid volume fraction. Confocal imaging links slip to the restructuring of clusters with time, which leads to a reduction of the number of contacts between the colloidal network and the rheometer surfaces. Such behaviour is shear rate dependent and correlated to changes in the gel structure, which changed from independent small aggregates at high shear rates to percolated clusters at low shear rates.
2 Experimental

We used suspensions of polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) colloids of various radii \( R = 130–800 \text{ nm} \) from light scattering stabilized by a thin layer of poly-12-hydoxy-stearic acid \( \sim 10 \text{ nm} \), Table 1. The particles were suspended in different organic solvents: decalin, decalin–tetratetralin mixture (for refractive index matching), mixture of decalin–cycloheptylbromide (CHB) (for refractive index and density matching), octadecene (to minimize evaporation) and tetradecone. To avoid shear-induced crystallization the particles have a polydispersity \( p \approx 10\% \). We estimated \( \phi \) by assuming that a spun-down sample was at random close packing, \( \phi_{rcp} = 0.67 \), except for a more polydisperse sample \( (p = 0.24) \) where we used \( \phi_{rcp} = 0.72.46 \) In an index-matched solvent, PMMA particles behave as almost perfect hard spheres,48 but in octadecene and tetradecone the index mismatch between solvent and particles induces a small van der Waals attraction. We estimate this attraction without the polymer, \( U_{\text{vdW}} \), at a separation of 20 nm, twice the size of the steric stabilization layer, to be \( U_{\text{vdW}} = 0.1 k_B T \) in octadecone for two particles with \( R = 138 \text{ nm} \). Depletion attraction was induced by the addition of linear polybutadiene for suspensions in tetradecone and octadecone or polystyrene when the solvent was decalin or decalin–tetratetralin. The polymer–colloid size ratio \( \xi \) varied in the range 0.07–0.1.

We used stress-controlled (AR2000 TA, Anton Paar Physica MCR 501) and strain-controlled (ARES, TA) rheometers with cone–plate geometries. Confocal imaging was performed using fluorescent particles with \( R = 650 \text{ nm} \) and \( p = 7\% \) in a controlled stress rheometer (AR2000, TA Instr.) coupled to a confocal scanner (VT-Eye, Visitech Int.) via an adjustable arm.

### Table 1: Solvent, particle radius (R) and polymer radius of gyration (r_g) both at 20 °C, polydispersity (p), and symbols used in Fig. 6

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Solvent</th>
<th>R (nm)</th>
<th>r_g (nm)</th>
<th>p (%)</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Decalin–tetratetralin</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Octadecone</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>14.1</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tetradecone</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cis-Decalin</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cis-Decalin</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Octadecone</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>14.1</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decalin–CHB</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We used a cone–plate geometry \( (r_c = 20 \text{ mm}, c = 1) \) with a modified base on which a glass slide \( (2.5 \text{ cm}, \sim 180 \mu m) \) was mounted. Movies were taken at intervals of \( \delta_c = 1–5 \mu m \) at \( 590 \) frame per second. In both rheometers, we imposed an applied shear rate, \( \dot{\gamma} \). Each sample was rejuvenated at \( \dot{\gamma} = 30 \text{ s}^{-1} \) for 5 min before measurements were started at \( t = 0 \). Although \( \dot{\gamma} = 30 \text{ s}^{-1} \) was enough to redisperse the biggest particles, we expect that this would still leave small clusters for samples with smaller particles (since the Péclet number, \( Pe \), see below, scales as \( R^3 \)). Solvent traps were used to minimize the effect of evaporation over our measurement time of a few hours.

Three types of surfaces were used with the cone–plate geometries: (i) in closely index-matching solvents (cis-decalin, tetradecone–decalin and decalin–cycloheptylbromide mixtures) surfaces were roughened by coating and sintering of a disordered monolayer of colloids of radius similar to those in the suspension. For the rheo-confocal experiments the bottom surface was a glass plate coated by a colloidal monolayer. (ii) For non-index matching solvents (cis/trans-decalin, octadecone, tetradecone) typically used in conventional rheological tests we used the standard rheometer tools (titanium or aluminium) with smooth surfaces where a monolayer of particles was stuck due to van der Waals forces. (iii) Finally some experiments were carried out with serrated tools consisting of a home-made cone and plate with roughness of about 500 \( nm \), similar to commercial tools typically used to suppress slip. The home-made tools were tested and calibrated with viscous and viscoelastic standards.

To compare rheological results from samples with different \( R \) and \( \epsilon_p \), we normalized the shear stress \( \sigma \), the loss \( G'' \) and elastic \( G' \) moduli using \( \sigma = \sigma R^2/k_B T \), \( G'' = G'' R^2/k_B T \) and \( G' = G' R^2/k_B T \). The normalized shear rate is given by the Péclet number, \( Pe = 6\pi \eta_s R^2/\gamma k_B T \), with \( \eta_s \) being the viscosity of the polymer solution at concentration \( \epsilon_p \).

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Flow curves and flow profiles

Fig. 1 shows flow curves (up and down sweeps) measured in a cone–plate geometry with smooth or serrated bottom plate (roughness \( \sim 500 \mu m \)) for the same sample in tetradecone \( (\phi = 0.45, c_p = 0.5c^* \), where \( c^* \) is the overlap concentration). The flow curves measured with serrated surfaces have a Herchel–Bulkley (HB) form,

\[
\sigma = \sigma_y + \alpha \dot{\gamma}^n,
\]

with \( \sigma_y \) the bulk yield stress and \( n \) an exponent (typically ranging between 0.4 and 0.7, depending on the sample and shear rate range reached). However, with smooth surfaces, the flow curve exhibits a drop in \( \sigma \) at low \( \dot{\gamma} \) away from HB behaviour. In previous studies,49,56,67 such behaviour signified slip. The region of the flow curve deviating from HB behaviour can be fitted by a Bingham law,

\[
\sigma = \sigma_s + \eta \dot{\gamma}.
\]
Such time-dependence of viscoelastic properties is reminiscent of observations by Condre et al.64 of sedimenting suspensions of attractive colloids. As a sample sediments, slip starts to be detected at the walls of the cell. Condre et al.64 modeled this slip by Coulomb’s law and showed that as the attraction between particles increased, the wall–particle network friction coefficient decreased due to an increase in cluster size. A similar time evolution of the viscoelastic properties during the collapse of weakly aggregated colloids was measured with a double Couette geometry.65

3.2 Structure–rheology relationship

To elucidate such behaviour and relate the mechanical properties to microscopic changes, we investigated the structure and flow profile of the gel as functions of $\dot{\gamma}$. Here we used confocal rheometry67 of fluorescent particles ($R = 650$ nm) in an index- and density-matching solvent (decalin–CHB) at $\phi = 0.4$ and $c_p = 0.5c^*$ with a particle coated plate. A close visualization of particles near the tool’s surface reveals a global slip of the network even when surfaces of roughness similar to the particles size are used. This is clearly evidenced in Fig. 2(b) in the flow profiles at $\dot{\gamma} = 0.05$ s$^{-1}$ and $0.01$ s$^{-1}$ which also show a higher shear rate for the first layer of particles close to the cone.

Below we first present microscopic flow profiles in relation with the measured flow curve revealing the dependence of the local particle velocities on the imposed shear rate. As has been

where $\sigma_s$ is the slip stress. The linear dependence in $\dot{\gamma}$ indicates that during slip the stress is mainly transmitted through a lubrication layer, while the slip stress reflects a shear rate independent particle–wall interaction.

As it has previously been observed in attractive systems,28 the low-shear part of the flow curves exhibits hysteresis, Fig. 1(a), with the stress when sweeping down in $\dot{\gamma}$ being larger than the stress when sweeping up. This hysteresis is due to the time-dependent rheology (thixotropy) of the system.28 We studied this temporal evolution with small-amplitude oscillatory shear at $f = 1$ Hz and strain amplitude $\gamma_0 = 0.1\%$, Fig. 1(b). Soon after rejuvenation (typically in less than 10 s), during which the gel was shear melted ($G' < G''$), solid-like behaviour was recovered ($G' > G''$), followed by a weak increase of $G'$ and $G''$ typical for attractive systems due to network restructuring. However, after some time ($\approx 100$ s in Fig. 1) this is followed by a decrease of both $G'$ and $G''$ by more than an order of magnitude towards a state with similar $G'$, $G''$ values (with large fluctuations as the limits of the transducer were reached). This decrease of the elastic modulus with time is clearly different from the aging behaviour expected in attractive systems54,64,65 where $G'$ increases as the cage-breaking motion slows down. However, when serrated surfaces of roughness much larger than the particle size are used, the usual time dependence is recovered with $G'$ increasing and $G''$ decreasing, Fig. 1(b)).
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Fig. 1 Rheology data for $R = 138$ nm, $\phi = 0.45$, and $c_p = 0.5c^*$ (contact potential $U_0 = -24 k_BT$) in tetradecane with smooth tools, where a monolayer of particles are adsorbed due to van der Waals interaction. (a) Flow curves, remodeled stress $\sigma$ versus $Pe$, with smooth (squares) and serrated (circles) plates, going from high to low ($\gamma$) and from low to high ($\gamma$), and remodeled viscosity versus $Pe$ with smooth (lozenges) and serrated (triangles) plates $\eta = \sigma/Pe$, going from high to low ($\gamma$) and from low to high ($\gamma$). (b) Moduli at $f = 1$ Hz and $\gamma_0 = 0.1\%$ versus time with smooth ($G'$, $G''$, $\lambda$) and serrated plate ($G'$, $G''$, $\lambda$). The lines in (a) correspond to an HB fit (solid line) and Bingham fit for the sweep-up (dotted line) and sweep-down (dashed line) experiments.

Fig. 2 (a) Flow curves for $R = 650$ nm, $\phi = 0.4$, and $U_0 = -20 k_BT$ in density- and index-matching solvent with coated cone and plate, for decreasing ($\gamma$) and increasing ($\dot{\gamma}$) $\gamma$. Other symbols show where the velocity profiles in (b) were taken. (b) Velocity profiles normalized by the cone velocity versus the position in the gap for $\dot{\gamma} = 30$ s$^{-1}$ ($\circ$), $\dot{\gamma} = 5$ s$^{-1}$ ($\bullet$), $\dot{\gamma} = 1$ s$^{-1}$ ($\triangle$), $\dot{\gamma} = 0.5$ s$^{-1}$ ($\diamond$), $\dot{\gamma} = 0.05$ s$^{-1}$ ($\square$), and $\dot{\gamma} = 0.01$ s$^{-1}$ ($\triangleleft$).
seen in hard sphere glasses, the flow curve exhibits HB behaviour at higher shear rates and a drop at low shear rates (Pe < 1), Fig. 2(a). At large shear rates (\(\dot{\gamma} \approx 1 \text{ s}^{-1}, \text{Pe} \approx 10\)) flow profiles are approximately linear and the velocities of the fluid at the top and bottom plates are equal to those of the cone and plate, Fig. 2(b). Decreasing \(\dot{\gamma}\), we find flow profiles that exhibit slip at the plate coexisting with partial shear in the bulk of the sample (see the profile at \(\dot{\gamma} = 0.5 \text{ s}^{-1}, \text{Pe} = 5.5\)). Eventually, at \(\dot{\gamma} \leq 0.05 \text{ s}^{-1}\) (or Pe \(\leq 0.55\)), we find a high shear band very near the moving cone (as mentioned above), a plug flow moving at half the cone velocity, and the sample slipping at the bottom glass plate. However, it should be mentioned that during different experiments (data shown in ESI†) we also observed localized shear in the very first layers near the bottom plate.

We next discuss the gel structure as a function of shear rate and its relation with wall slip. The image stacks used to measure the velocity profiles provide such detailed microstructural information of the suspension, Fig. 3(a)–(e). These images show qualitatively that the cluster size decreases with increasing shear rates. A similar conclusion was reached by Tolpekin et al. at very low \(\phi\), also using confocal microscopy. This also relates to findings by Gibaud et al. that showed that at high shear rates colloidal gels fluidize and stop slipping. We extracted the cluster size, \(\zeta\), from the images using the method described in Appendix A, Fig. 3(f). Combining visual inspection of the confocal movies under shear, their analysis yielding the cluster size \(\zeta\) and the flow profiles, we may conclude the following: at the lowest shear rates (Pe \(\leq 1\)), particles form interconnected clusters of about 8–9 particles diameter while the flow profile reveals a plug flow with small sheared regions near the cone (Fig. 2(b)). Increasing \(\dot{\gamma}\), the onset of local shear corresponds to the presence of almost-independent clusters of about 4–5 particles diameter. A network is still present but the breaking and recombination process is fast enough to allow for a linear flow profile to be achieved with some slip detected at the walls. At even higher shear rates (above Pe \(\sim 2.5\)), the average configuration is that of independent clusters with a liquid-like response, i.e. a linear flow profile without slip. Eventually, at the higher shear rates, all clusters are broken down to single particles, as shown in Fig. 3(f). For the \(\phi = 0.4\) sample with \(U_0 = -20 k_BT\) this takes place for Pe \(> 100\).

A possible link between gel structure and slip is then the following: as the attraction strength between particles increases, clusters become more compact and the number of contacts between the colloidal network and cell walls decreases, leading to a drop of the apparent friction coefficient. Moreover, rheological measurements and computer simulations have indicated that low shear rates under no slip conditions promote cluster compaction in order to allow easier flow. Such a mechanism lowers the number of links with the wall during a transient shear period, promoting slip at surfaces that are not strongly attractive or serrated. With increasing \(\dot{\gamma}\), the average cluster size decreases and therefore we expect the number of links between the bulk and the wall to increase. Consequently, slip is expected to dominate at low \(\dot{\gamma}\) and also high \(|U_0|\), due to fewer bonds with the wall as a result of the formation of more compact clusters.

Support for this picture is provided by measurements of the flow curve upon decreasing the shear rate and measuring the stress as a short time average at each shear rate so that there is less time for network formation and steady state to be reached. In Fig. 4 we present a flow curve taken with such rapid decrease of \(\dot{\gamma}\) (5 s per point), and compare it with a flow curve taken with increasing \(\dot{\gamma}\) where each point is close to steady state. The former exhibits a power law response at low \(\dot{\gamma}\) with no measurable yield stress, whereas taking data with longer waiting (green diamond in Fig. 4) shows a departure from the power law and a decrease of the measured stress. This suggests that there is no stress bearing structure and probably the sample consists mainly of flowing independent clusters. On the other hand, when steady state response is reached at each point the flow curve presents a slip stress with the measured stress being lower than that obtained during the rapid measurements. That supports the picture of a yield stress system of interconnected clusters, Fig. 3(a), which however exhibits wall slip, due to a low number of cluster–wall contacts (as a result of shear induced compactification of the clusters) and not of high enough strength. The latter is also responsible for the weaker stress response at low rates compared to the short-time measurement. Nonetheless, we should note that slip has also been detected under low shear rates even immediately after shear rejuvenation, when the sample was much more homogeneous (even close to the wall), than at latter times.

### 3.3 Surface effects and near wall structure

We can take the above idea a step further in order to provide some quantitative predictions. Since slip implies the breaking of links between the bulk and the surface, the slip stress, \(\sigma_s\), should be related to the number of bulk–wall contacts and their strength and hence indirectly provide an estimation of the
In the concentration range studied here we expect clusters close to a surface to form a dense layer resulting in a concentration of surface contacts that scales as $\xi^{-2}$. Since a layer of particles is attached to the surface by van der Waals and depletion interactions, the clusters are in contact with the surface of the tool via particle–particle bonds of energy $U_{0}$ of each of which exerts a force of magnitude $\sim U_{0}/R$. Consequently, the slip stress should approximately be $\sigma_{s} = mU_{0}R^{-1}\xi^{-2}$, where $m$ is the number of bonds between a cluster and the surface.

Flow curves at various polymer concentrations for suspensions of particles in tetradecane at $\phi = 0.45$ are presented in Fig. 5(a). We can determine the slip stress, $\sigma_{s}$, by fitting the low-$\gamma$ portions using eqn (2). In the formula above for $\sigma_{s}, R$ is known from light scattering while $U_{0}$ is calculated according to the Asakura–Oosawa model modified in ref. 39,51; hence the only unknowns are $m$ and $\xi$. Since the clusters end up being compact we can assume $m = 1$. The results are plotted in Fig. 5(b), where we compare the cluster size estimated by $\sqrt{U_{0}/R^{3}\sigma_{s}^{3}} = \xi/R$ at a constant volume fraction $\phi = 0.45$ for the various attraction strengths represented by the data in Fig. 5(a).

We notice that once the gel line is crossed the cluster size decreases upon further increase of the attraction strength, Fig. 5(b). As mentioned earlier, this is consistent with light scattering and optical microscopy findings of gels at rest and can be explained by a contraction of the clusters at low shear rates or with increasing attraction. As the clusters become bigger and more compact $\xi$ increases and $m$ decreases, hence $\sigma_{s}$ should decrease. We also note that as the polymer concentration is increased, the difference in $\sigma_{s}$ between flow curves taken from low to high shear rate or the opposite is less pronounced.

Together with the data in Fig. 4, this suggests the following picture for the time evolution of the network. During rejuvenation at high shear rates each colloid is independent, no network is formed and no slip is present. After high shear is stopped, as the sample ages a loose network is formed. Because of the network the sample now presents a yield stress and a competition between yielding and slip begins; this leads to slip and the presence of a measurable slip stress. As time passes the size of the aggregates increases resulting in a decrease of the slip stress and finally aggregates compact and $\sigma_{s}$ further decreases. Moreover, close to the walls one may also reasonably expect that a layer of lower density could be formed, as particles cannot achieve optimal configuration there. Such a low-density layer would then be less viscous and therefore should be sheared stronger than the bulk, leading to the formation of a high shear rate band near the wall as seen in Fig. 2(b) near the cone surface at the lowest rates.

### 3.4 A slip state diagram

Varying $\Phi$, $c_{p}$, $R$, and the solvent, we monitored the slip behaviour throughout state space, Fig. 6. The solid line indicates the gel boundary as determined previously. To facilitate comparison between systems with different $\xi$, we normalize the interparticle attraction by its strength at the gel transition. With very few exceptions (for which see Section 3.5), slip only occurs in the gel regime (zone II in Fig. 6), while neither liquids (zone I) nor glasses (zone III) exhibit any slip when the tool’s surfaces are coated, in agreement with previous studies on repulsive and attractive glasses where coated walls or particles dispersed in non-index matching solvents were used. Note that in agreement with previous work, measurements in concentrated...
liquid samples reveal the same behavior (Fig. 7), as \( G' \) and \( G'' \) exhibit a delayed drop with waiting time, indicative of the onset of slip, only for samples with significant attractions.

It is striking that at high \( c_p \) (or, equivalently, large enough \( |U_0| \)), slip seems to be present even when particle coated surfaces are used, provided that \( \phi \leq \phi_\gamma \approx 0.58 \), i.e. below the glass transition. In other words, one of our main findings is that for gels at intermediate and low \( \phi \), surface roughness of the order of the particle size is not sufficient to inhibit slip. For such systems with structural inhomogeneities (clusters) of several particle radii, the only way to avoid slip is to use serrated tools with roughness of the order of few hundreds of \( \mu m \), which is at least one order of magnitude larger than the structural inhomogeneities present in the sample. Note that these findings are robust: they are reproducible with respect to changes in the measurement protocol (controlled strain or stress), tool geometry (cone–plates of different sizes), and the origin of surface roughness on the single-particle level (deliberately coated or from van der Waals attraction due to non-index matching).

### 3.5 Polydispersity effects

Fig. 6 shows that a small number of samples in the gel regime do not slip. We suggest that the commonality between these samples is high polydispersity. Fig. 8(a) and (b) show the flow curves and the time evolution of \( G' \) and \( G'' \) for two suspensions at the same \( \phi = 0.45 \) and \( c_p \) in the same solvent (cis-decalin) but with different particle polydispersity. Whereas at high \( \gamma \) the flow curves are nearly identical, at low \( \gamma \) the less polydisperse sample (\( p = 15\% \)) shows the stress drop characteristic of slip while the more polydisperse one (\( p = 24\% \)) continued to follow HB behaviour to the lowest stresses probed. The time evolution of \( G' \) and \( G'' \) presents a similar picture. Whereas the more polydisperse sample exhibits the expected rheological ageing of a strengthening gel with continuously increasing and decreasing \( G' \) and \( G'' \) respectively, the \( G' \) of the less polydisperse sample drops below \( G'' \) after two minutes (cf. Fig. 1(b)).

The origins of suppression of slip by polydispersity could perhaps be traceable back to the \( \kappa \)-dependence of the depletion effect – non-adsorbing polymers induce lower attraction between smaller particles than larger ones as \( U_0 \) scales as \( \xi^{-1} \). It is therefore possible that in a polydisperse system, some of the smallest particles are not incorporated into the gel network, but remain free. This may have two effects: lowering \( \sigma_s \), eqn (1), of the gel network by lowering its effective concentration, and increasing the slip stress \( \sigma_s \), eqn (2), by increasing the viscosity of the effective suspending medium, which is now a dispersion of small particles rather than the pure solvent. Another
possibility is that the smaller particles experiencing lower attractions would have higher mobility that would lead to increased contact with the surface and therefore reduce slip.

Interestingly, the polydispersity effect on slip is \( \phi \)-dependent. Fig. 9 shows the time dependence of \( G' \) and \( G'' \) for the \( p = 24\% \) system at two concentrations lower than the \( f \) sample already discussed, but with the same \( U_0 \). These samples, at \( \phi = 0.35 \) and 0.25, show clear evidence of slip with \( G' \) becoming lower than \( G'' \) after a certain characteristic time which is smaller for smaller volume fractions. This enhancement of slip is different from what is observed in the case of concentrated hard spheres, where slip disappears as \( \phi \) is lowered from glassy towards fluid states.\(^{37}\)

### 4 Conclusions

In this paper we showed that attractive gels slip under shear when the attraction between particles is high enough, even for surfaces of roughness similar to the particle size. Slip is caused by the reduction of the number of bonds between bulk and surface as the cluster size increases. One must use tools with roughness orders of magnitude larger than the particle size to effectively prevent slip. This phenomenon should be expected in every aggregating system such as attractive colloidal suspensions\(^{38,39}\) or emulsions.\(^{36}\) It clearly highlights, in agreement with previous studies,\(^{38,71}\) that even model systems present complex behaviour at surfaces and that special care should be taken when interpreting rheological data from complex multi-component fluids. Caution must also be exercised in choosing the roughness of the geometry used to ensure no-slip conditions. Moreover, particle–particle interactions are of significant importance as evidenced by the difference between slip in attractive and repulsive suspensions.\(^{10,72,73}\) In the latter the bulk remains unchanged while slip is taking place at the surface. In contrast, in the present experiments, slip is also closely related with changes in the bulk structure as a function of shear rate; a liquid whose behaviour is dominated by single particle dynamics at high shear rates is replaced by independent or interconnected clusters that dominate the surface–bulk interactions at low shear rates.

On the application side, slip phenomena are ubiquitous in a wide range of commercial products and industrial processes from multiphase food products such as molten chocolate\(^{24}\) to flow of construction materials such as concrete and cement pastes.\(^{77,78}\) Flow curves in such systems commonly exhibit a sudden drop of the effective viscosity with increasing shear rate (or applied stress) similar to that observed in model attractive colloids such as those presented here (Fig. 1) and elsewhere.\(^{28}\) Therefore the understanding of the micro- and mesoscopic structure and of wall–particle interactions and their dependence on shear rate may allow optimization of production and mechanical properties at will.

### A Determination of cluster size

To determine cluster sizes, we auto-correlate each image:

\[
C_a(p, m) = \left\langle (I(n, x, y) - I(n, x - p, y - m))^2 \right\rangle_{n,x,y},
\]

where \( I(n, i, j) \) is the intensity of pixel \( i, j \) of the \( n \)th image and \( \langle \ldots \rangle_{n,x,y} \) denotes averaging over pixels and images, and \( C_a(0) = 0 \). The pixel position \( (p, m) \) is converted to a distance \( r \) by averaging over all pixels such that \( r = \sqrt{p^2 + m^2} < r + 0.5 \), i.e., we take \( C_a(r) = \left\langle C_a(p, m) \right\rangle_{p, m} \sqrt{p^2 + m^2} \). For most \( \gamma_i \), \( C_a(r) \) presents a two-step increase (see Fig. 10). The exception is that at the highest \( \gamma_i \), where a single step increase is observed. The first step in the rise of \( C_a(r) \) away from

---

**Fig. 9** (a) \( G' \) and \( G'' \) versus time (filled and open symbols respectively) for samples with \( p = 24\% \) and \( U_0 = -18 \text{k}_B T \). (a) \( \phi = 0.35 \), (b) \( \phi = 0.25 \).

**Fig. 10** \( C_a(r) \) for \( \gamma = 1 \text{s}^{-1} \) (○) and \( \gamma = 30 \text{s}^{-1} \) (□), the magenta and green lines are the respective fit by eqn (4). Inset \( C_a(x, y) \) at \( \gamma = 1 \text{s}^{-1} \), the blue dots mark the points used for \( r = 100 \), the red dots for \( r = 30 \).
\( r = 0 \) is similar at all \( \gamma \), and is determined by the particle size. The correlation begins to drop beyond displacements of order \( R \). A second rise in \( C_s(r) \) corresponds to either the cluster size or the size of the ‘holes’ between clusters, or, more precisely, the smaller of the two. To estimate the cluster size, we fit \( C_s(r) \) by:

\[
C_s(r) = a - b \exp(-rl_0) - c \exp(-rl_l).
\]

(4)

where \( l_0 \) is the radius of the colloid \( R \) in pixels. Of the four remaining fitting parameters, \( (a, b, c, l_l) \), it is the last that has the most obvious physical interpretation: \( l \) is either the cluster size or the void size depending on \( \phi \), but we expect the two to scale proportionately. We simply convert \( l \) into a physical length, \( \zeta \), and use it to estimate the cluster size. For the highest shear rate, \( C_s(r) \) presents a single step, which we fit with eqn (4) to provide an estimate of the particle size.

The error bars in Fig. 3(f) were estimated by measuring the cluster size at three different heights: 5 \( \mu m \) from the glass plate, the center of the cell and 5 \( \mu m \) from the cone.
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